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Tips for 1st Onsite Interview 
 
 

How to Prepare for the Interview:  
 

 
Research is most easily done through their corporate website and through websites such as Glassdoor and LinkedIn. Read 
their management descriptions, product descriptions, press releases, and write down any questions to bring with you to the 
interview. Showing you did in depth research on the company shows your enthusiasm about the position & business. One 
great way to get to know people you’ll be meeting is to see if they have any videos on YouTube or other sites from 
conferences or interviews. It can be really helpful to know more about how they speak, their cadence, and personality. 

 
Another important way to prepare is to have answers planned out for expected questions, such as: 

 
1.   Why are you contemplating a change, and/or Why did you leave previous positions? 

a.    Your answers should be business related vs. personal reasons, aside from basic reasons like needing 
to relocate  

2.   What do you consider to be your strengths/weaknesses? 

a.   Weaknesses can be technical areas you’d like to learn, not character flaws, and what you’re doing to 
improve them (shows your initiative). A strength can be something you did to contribute your 
company’s success or your project success (shows your creativity, problem-solving skills, etc.). 

3.   What do you see yourself doing in five years? 

a.   Be ready to explain what you’re also doing to prepare yourself for that. Also prepare one to two 
sentences about your larger goals and career interests… keeping in mind the role for which you're 
applying. 

4. “Tell me about yourself.” 

a.   This is not an open invitation to ramble about your background from childhood or random hobbies. 
Prepare 2-3 sentences to summarize what you’ve done in the past 3-5 years that is relevant to the 
company and role. Prepare 2-3 sentences to explain a major accomplishment/impact you made and 
how it saved your company time or money. 

 

DON’T FORGET TO REHEARSE! 
 

Use these types of words when planning your answers: 
 

ACTION WORDS: I… planned, created, originated, initiated, developed, conceived, implemented, formulated, 

designed, etc. 

RESULTS WORDS:   It… led to…; or I… contributed, demonstrated that, saved, reduced, collected, achieved, 

provided for, increased, shot holes in, evaluated, etc. 

LEADERSHIP WORDS: I… organized, directed, led, supervised, guided, managed, was responsible for, presided over, 

coordinated, gave direction to, built, etc. 
 

 

Additional preparation & tips for a Software Engineering interview: 
http://www.geeksforgeeks.org/interview-preparation-for-software-developer/  

 

 

Before an interview, a company wants to know a little about you through a resume.  In the same way, it is important for you 
to have some preview information about the company’s “resume.”  Take time to research the company, such as its locations, 
private funding or current financial standing, range of products or services, leadership, etc. 
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General Interview Tips: https://nextlevelexchange.com/candidate-client-video-resources/candidate-
interview-preparation-video/ 

 

Proper Attire: 
Men: 

Executive-level or Sales/Business Development or similar role:  

• At the minimum, sport coat and slacks with no tie, or a shirt and tie. If you are interviewing for an executive 

level position and/or feel comfortable wearing a suit, then that would be suggested. Do not wear any 

overpowering cologne. 

• Marketing/Creative roles: More casual, collared shirt, either dark denim or similar casual but tailored pants. 

• Software Development/Technical roles: Ask your Kismet Search recruiter for suggestions as will vary depending 

on environment. More casual attire, but collared shirt is suggested. No open-toe shoes or flip-flops but nicer 

sneakers are fine. 

• Online References:  https://www.monster.com/career-advice/article/what-to-wear-job-interview; 

https://www.themuse.com/advice/looks-that-land-the-job-the-guys-guide-to-interview-attire 
 

Women: 
• Tailored suit (for more conservative companies or executive positions. Blouse and skirt/slacks, or a dress, are all 

usually appropriate for most interviews.  
• Tailored clothing with work appropriate neckline/hemlines for dresses and skirts. 
• For more casual tech-types of companies: blouse/collared shirt, nicer tee shirt, or sweater and nicer denim 

jeans is appropriate, depending on the level of position. 
• Always wear a blazer, cardigan, or jacket if you wear a tank top or spaghetti strap top. 

• Do not wear too much perfume or distracting jewelry. 

• Closed toe heels, heeled sandals, or boots are appropriate for any role. Flats are fine for a more active or casual 
job. 

  

 Online References:           https://www.glamour.com/story/what-to-wear-to-a-job-interview; 

http://www.refinery29.com/job-interview-outfits 
 

Arrive early for your interview. If, for an unavoidable reason, you will be late, please call your Kismet Search 
recruiter or the front desk at the company to let them know. 

 

Prepare a few questions to ask the interviewers when they ask if you have any questions, such as: 
1.   What are some major short-term and long-range department/company objectives? 

2.    What are some key characteristics that are unique about your company? 

3.    What gives your product or service a competitive edge? 
4.   In what areas does your company excel? Or find itself most challenged? 
5.   What outside influences affect your company’s growth? 
6.   What have been some common attributes of your most successful employees? 
7.   What major challenges will I face immediately coming into the job? What resources will be available? 
8.   Based on what you’ve seen of me so far, where do you think I could contribute the most? 
9.   Tell me about your career at this company. What excites you about working here? 

 

Additional Tips: 
• Be aware of your behavior in the parking lot and how you treat the reception staff. Companies often like to 

see how a candidate behaves when they don’t think they’re being watched or interviewed. 
• Shake hands firmly with everyone you meet, look them in the eye and smile. 
• Bring extra copies of your resume. 
• Be positive and enthusiastic about the company, the position, and the interviewer.  Nothing turns an 

interviewer off faster than arrogance, a know-it-all attitude, or apathy on the part of an interviewee. 
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• Never bad-mouth or gossip about your current/former employers, coworkers, or management teams. 
• If you are asked to fill out an application as well, complete the application form in full detail. Do not 

refer to “see resume” and leave salary sections blank if it’s required. Be 100% accurate and honest 
about all employment titles, dates of employment, hiring/firing situations, and education. Applications 
are usually considered legal or binding documents that are often used for background checks and 
employment verification purposes. 

• If the interviewer asks you about your salary needs/desires, respond by saying that you are open to the range 
suitable for the role and will look at the total package for the right opportunity. Don’t lock yourself into a high 
or low number by mentioning a specific dollar figure or range. 

• If the interviewer presses you, you can reply: “The reason why I was here today was to understand more about 
this opportunity. And, based on what I’ve heard, I’d like to entertain your best offer.” 

 

 

Close the Interview with one of these types of statements: 
• Compliment the interviewer on something with regard to his/her personality, enthusiasm, presentation, 

success or other attributes that you’ve been impressed by. 
• Make a positive comment about the company based on what you’ve learned during the interview. 
• Make a positive statement about your ability to handle the position and reaffirm your interest in the role. 
• Emphasize how your interest has been amplified now that you’ve met them in person. 

 
How to follow up after an Interview: 

• Call your Kismet Search recruiter within the day after your interview to give your honest and immediate 
impressions. If you want the position, he/she can help you get it.  If you don’t want it, he/she will tell the 
company for you. 

• Send a thank you note. Even if it’s not your dream job, you never know what that person’s positive impression 
might lead to…referrals to other positions within the company or to other companies! 

 

*(See sample thank you letter below) – include specific reasons why you’re interested now that you’ve met them. 
 
 

SAMPLE “THANK YOU” LETTER 
 

Dear Mr./Ms.                                  , 
 

It was a privilege to have been invited to (Name of Company) to interview for the (Job Title) position. The key 
persons I met provided ample information about (Name of Company) as a whole. 

 

I am convinced that (Name of Company) is the kind of company I would like to work for—a company with 
innovation and technical leadership; and with my background and experience, I’m equally convinced that I can 
make a significant contribution to your organization. I truly enjoyed having the opportunity to interview with you 
and your colleagues on (insert date). I was quite impressed by your energetic and talented team. 

 

I would be thrilled if I can be a member of the team.  (Name of Company) is a (young and dynamic) company and 
provides an excellent working environment for career growth. I was interested in (Name of Company) before the 
interview, but I became even more interested after meeting (Number) people who all felt that (Name of Company) 
was the best company in the (Industry) field in San Diego! It is just the type of company I would love to work for. 

 

Once again, thank you for the hospitality you extended to me. I hope to hear from you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Your Name
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Here are some additional tips for your career search: 
 

1. Stay motivated and take the search seriously. 
Regardless of the season, timing, etc. your job right now is to find a job. Don’t let personal distractions keep you from 
putting in the hours necessary to continue your search and continue to research and think about the process. Think 
of this as “going to work.” Knowledge is power, and power gives you confidence – something you will need to 
succeed in the interview. 

 
2. Know your product (You!) and What You Have to Offer 
Pre-interview exercises will help you feel more prepared and confident about answering difficult questions: 
Prepare answers for those open-ended questions by making a list of your skills and traits that match the potential 
employer’s requirements. The better you’re able to show how your skills and other traits are to the job 
description, the better chance you have of landing the job. You should leave the interviewer with a clear picture of 
what you have to offer as it relates to that specific role. 

 
3. Be Prepared To Sell Yourself… It’s ok to do a little bragging, as long as it’s done unpretentiously. 
Interviewing is about selling. 
Tell them what you can do for them but be honest. Overemphasizing accomplishments or what you can bring to the 
company, department, or position will make you seem disingenuous. Ask questions and listen so you can relate to them. 
People hire people that they like. If it’s appropriate, compliment them on something you learned about them or the 
company in the interview process. Convince them that your product (YOU!) is better than the competition by 
highlighting your strengths and how they set you apart from your peers. 

 
4. Don’t ramble. Be concise. 
One common mistake that candidates make when interviewing is talking too much, and there’s not much more off-
putting than someone who rambles on about themselves. It is important that you listen to the question asked and 
answer that question. Keep your answers to two to three minutes at the most. When you limit your time you tend to 
stay more focused. It is very easy to stray off the subject and ramble about things that are not relevant to the question 
nor job if your answer is too long. Watch people’s eyes to make sure that they aren’t glazed over or wandering. 

 
5. Listen to What Is Being Asked 
Many candidates are so nervous about answering questions correctly that they forget to listen to what’s actually 
being asked. Listening is one of the least utilized skills used by candidates in an interview. Show you are listening with 
your nonverbal expressions – eye contact, nodding, etc. Wait to talk until the speaker is finished. Don’t interrupt and 
jump the gun on what you think they’re asking. By focusing on what is being said before you start thinking of your 
response, you can gather all the valuable information that will help you formulate better, more intelligent answers… and 
questions of your own. Pause before responding in order to compose yourself, digest the information and reduce the 
chance of beginning your sentence with “umms and ahhs.” 

 
6. Stay positive – especially when you’re not feeling that way. 
It’s difficult to remain upbeat in a tough job market or long interview process. When you begin to feel like it’s not 
working, take some steps to turn your thinking around. Take time out to take a walk, go to the gym, see friends… 
whatever will help you to feel more relaxed and at ease. Isolating yourself and waiting for the phone to ring is the 
worst way to handle negative thoughts. Having a support system to advise you will help you to keep smiling! 
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